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Let \ be a nonnegative number; denote W1\X as the smallest integer which is
larger than 1\. Let k=max(2 W1\X, 4), and let V be a positive potential on RN
of class Ck such that for all multi-index : satisfying |:|k we have |:V(x)|
C:(1+V(x)) (1&\ |:| )+. We prove that
&e&tVe2t2e&tV&e2t(&V+2)&L(L2)=O(t1+2 inf(\, 12))
as t decreases to zero. Our techniques rely on estimates on commutators.  1999
Academic Press
Soit \ un re el strictement positif, notons W1\X le plus petit entier supe rieur ou
e gal a 1\. Soit V un potentiel positif sur RN de classe C k tel que pour tout multi-
indice : satisfaisant |:|k on ait |:V(x)|C:(1+V(x))(1&\ |:| )+. Nous prouvons
que
&e&tVe2t2e&tV&e2t(&V+2)&L(L2)=O(t1+2 inf(\, 12))
quand t decroi^t vers ze ro. Nos techniques utilisent des estimations sur des com-
mutateurs.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let V be a potential defined on RN. We are interested in the estimate in
the L2-norm of the operator
e&tVe2t2e&tV&e2t(&V+2). (1.1)
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This estimate should be replaced in the context of the TrotterKato for-
mulae [13, Sect. VIII 8, pp. 295297, 377]: if &A and &B are generators
of semi-groups exp(&tA) and exp(&tB), conditions have been given for
the convergence of (exp(&tAn) exp(&tBn))n to a limit; in particular if A
and B are positive self-adjoint and A+B is essentially self-adjoint on
D(A) & D(B), then the strong limit of (exp(&tAn) exp(&tBn))n exists
and is equal to exp(&tC), where C is the closure of A+B. In a variant of
this formula, exp(&tC) is also the strong limit of (exp(&tA2n)
exp(&tBn) exp(&tA2n))n. The question is slightly different here:
How fast do formulae of this type converge? In other words, how good
is the approximation of exp(&t(A+B)) by (exp(&tA2n) exp(&tBn)
exp(&tA2n))n when A=&V and B=2? More precisely, we are inter-
ested in estimate of the form
&e&tVe2t2e&tV&e2t(&V+2)&L(L2)=O(t1+’), (1.2)
with ’>0.
B. Helffer was interested by this kind of estimate [46] and was the first
to obtain the following result, using pseudodifferential techniques [4]: let
V be a potential satisfying
\y # RN, V( y)0
and assume that for all multi-index : # NN such that |:|2, there exists a
constant C: such that
|:V( y)|C: ;
then Helffer shows that
&e&tVe2t2e&tV&e2t(&V+2)&L(L2)=O(t2), (1.3)
as t tends to 0. This result has been extended by B. O. Dia and
M. Schatzman [2] to the case of less smooth potential V using an
operator-theoretic method; an analogous result in the L p operator norm
for 1p has been obtained by T. Ichinose and S. Takanobu [8] using
a probabilistic method.
The case of other potentials has been studied by A. Doumeki,
T. Ichinose, and H. Tamura in [3] (with a method slightly differing from
[2]) and by T. Ichinose and S. Takanobu in [9] (using a probabilistic
method); a bound on the trace norm is also obtained in [11] by
T. Ichinose and H. Tamura. Finally, results on more general operators A
and B are also given in [10] by the same authors.
In this article, we use the classical multi-index notation: if :=
(:1 , ..., :n) # NN, |:|=:1+ } } } +:n and :=:11 } } } 
:n
n . Bernard Helffer
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asked us whether the techniques developed in [1, 2] allow us to establish
the following result: assume that V is a positive infinitely differentiable
potential on RN which has the property that there exists \>0, such that,
for any multi-index :, there is a constant C: such that
\x # RN, |:V(x)|C:(1+V(x)) (1&\ |:| )+. (1.4)
Does the following estimate hold
&e&tVe2t2e&tV&e2t(&V+2)&L(L2)=O(t1+inf(\, 12))? (1.5)
These assumptions on V are strongly motivated by physics, where, for
example, a model arising in field theory and essentially corresponding to
V(x)=*x4+&x2 is studied. This work answers the question using an
operator-theoretic method; in contrast, T. Ichinose and S. Takanobu in [9]
have generalized this result with a probabilistic proof and obtained the
following Theorem:
Theorem 2.1 [9]. Let $ belong to the interval (0, 1] and let m be a non-
negative integer such that m$1. Suppose that V is of class Cm, bounded
from below by a certain constant b and that it satisfies the estimate
|:V|C(V&b+1)1&|:| $
for all : of length at most m. Suppose moreover that the derivatives of order
m are Ho lder-continuous, with a Ho lder exponent } # [0, 1]; if } vanishes, it
should be understood that these derivatives are bounded. Then, for all
p # [1, +] and in a neighborhood of t=0, the following estimates hold:
O(t1+}2), m=0
&e&tV2et22e&tV2&e&t(V&22)&L(L p)={O(t1+2 min($, (1+})2)), m=1O(t1+2$), m2.
We denote WxX as the ceiling of a real number x, i.e., the smallest integer
which is larger than x. Let \ be a nonnegative number and denote
\1=2 W1\X, p1=max(\1 , 4). Assume that V is a function of class C p1
satisfying
\x # RN, V(x)0, (1.6)
and that there exists a constant * such that for all : # NN such that
|:|\1 ,
|:V(x)|*(1+V(x)) (1&\ |:| )+. (1.7)
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In this article, we obtain a better estimate than (1.5), i.e.,
\t # [0, t], &e&tVe2t2e&tV&e2t(&V+2)&L(L2)=O(t1+2 inf(\, 12)). (1.8)
We notice that our technique allow us to obtain the same power of t as in
[9] but require more regularity for the potential V than the probabilistic
method. We also notice that our techniques should be completely
analogous in L p, 1<p<+.
The article of Dia and Schatzman [2] concerns the case \=12 and
(1.8) is their main result. For \>12, our V satisfies the hypothesis of [2]
and (1.8) is an immediate consequence of their proof. Thus in this article
we are interested only in the case \ # (0, 12) and therefore p1 is equal to \1 .
This article is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we establish (1.8) when V is a slowly increasing function of
class C and has the properties
\x # RN, V(x)1; (1.9)
there exists a constant * such that, for all : # NN satisfying |:|\1 ,
|:V(x)|*(V(x)) (1&\ |:| )+. (1.10)
In Section 3, we establish (1.8) when V is a function of class C\1 satisfy-
ing (1.9), (1.10). We construct as in [2] a sequence of potentials (Vm)m
which satisfies the assumptions of Section 2 and converges to V.
Finally, we show that in order to have the estimate it suffices to take a
potential V of class C\1 satisfying the following assumptions: there exists a
real r0 such that
\x # RN, V(x)r0 , r0 # R (1.11)
and there exists a constant * such that for all : # NN such that |:|\1 ,
|:V(x)|*(1&r0+V(x))(1&\ |:| )+. (1.12)
To obtain the main result of this article, we take r0=1.
2. ESTIMATE ON THE KAC OPERATOR WHEN V IS SMOOTH
In this section, we define the operators A and B and obtain an estimate
on the Kac operator defined by
W(t)=e&tAe2tBe&tA.
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The operator A belongs to a class that we now introduce. We recall that
OM is the space of infinitely differentiable functions which grow at most
polynomially at infinity, as well as all their derivatives.
Definition 1. Let \ belong to (0, 12), and denote \1=2 W1\X. For
all positive *, we denote V(*) the set of potentials V of class C\1 which
satisfy, for all x # RN,
V(x)1, (2.1)
and for all : # NN such that |:|\1 ,
|:V(x)|*(V(x)) (1&\ |:| )+. (2.2)
We denote V(*, s) as the set of functions which are in V(*) & OM .
In this section, V belongs to V(*, s), and the operator A is defined by
D(A)=[u # L2(RN) : Vu # L2(RN)]; A=&V;
the operator B is defined by
D(B)=H2(RN); B=2&1.
We choose 2&1 instead of 2 in order to write more simply certain
estimates.
We also introduce the following class of paths in C: for =>0, we denote
S= the subset of C defined by
S= [‘ # C : |arg ‘|<?&= and |‘|>0].
We say that a path 1: R  C is of type P= if it is included in S= , it satisfies
1(&s)=1 (s), and it is asymptotic to Ds , defined by
Ds : s  s exp(i(?&=)),
as s  + (see Fig. 1).
Since A and B are self-adjoint and negative in L2(RN) (for A it is a con-
sequence of [7, Theorem 8.3]), they generate holomorphic semi-groups
and for all =>0, there exists M= [12, IX, Sect. 6] such that
\z # S= , &(z&A)&1&
M=
|z|
, &(z&B)&1&
M=
|z|
, (2.3)
where & & is the operator norm in L2(RN).
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FIG. 1. The sector S= in the complex plane and the path 1.
Let H0=S(RN) be the Schwartz space, which is a dense subspace of
L2(RN). For all u # H0 , let W(t) u=e&tVe2t(2&1)e&tVu, ‘ # C3, ‘=(‘1 , ‘2 ,
‘3), and l‘=‘1+2‘2+‘3 . We recall the following results:
Lemma 1 [2, Lemma 2]. For all u # H0 we have
W4 (t) u&2(2&1&V) W(t) u=\ 12?i+
3
|
11_12_13
etl‘F(‘) u d‘, (2.4)
where F(‘) u is defined by
F(‘) u=2(‘1+V)&1 [V, [V, 2]](‘1+V)&2 (‘2&2+1)&1 (‘3+V)&1 u
&(‘1+V )&1 (‘2&2+1)&1 [2, [V, 2]]
_(‘2&2+1)&2 (‘3+V)&1 u
&(‘1+V)&1 [V, [V, 2]](‘1+V)&1
_(‘2&2+1)&2 (‘3+V)&1 u. (2.5)
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Lemma 2 [2, Lemma 7]. There exists a constant C such that for all
‘ # S= , and x # RN, we have
|(‘+V)&1|C
1
|‘|
and |‘+V|&1
C
V
. (2.6)
Lemma 3 [2, Lemma 8]. There exists a constant C such that for all ‘ in
S= , for all i in [1, ..., n], and for all u # L2(RN), we have
|i (‘&2+1)&1 u|L2C  1|‘| |u|L2 . (2.7)
We will denote
R(t) u=\ 12?i+
3
|
11_12_13
etl‘F(‘) u d‘. (2.8)
We need two more lemmas before reaching the statement and the proof
of the main result of this section (Theorem 6).
For all k # N*, we define #k(2, V) by
#1(2, V)=[2, V], \k1, #k+1(2, V)=[2, #k(2, V)].
Lemma 4. For all ‘ in S= and all k2, we have
(‘&2+1)&1 #2(2, V)= :
k
j=2
# j (2, V)(!&2+1)& j+1
+(‘&2+1)&1 #k+1(2, V)(‘&2+1)&k+1.
Proof. The proof is by induction on k and uses that for a linear
operator L,
[(‘&2+1)&1, L]=(‘&2+1)&1 [2, L](‘&2+1)&1.
For k=2, observe that
(‘&2+1)&1 #2(2, V)
=#2(2, V)(‘&2+1)&1+[(‘&2+1)&1, #2(2, V)],
thus
[(‘&2+1)&1, #2(2, V)]=(‘&2+1)&1 [2, #2(2, V)](‘&2+1)&1
=(‘&2+1)&1 #3(2, V)(‘&2+1)&1.
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This proves that the conclusion of Lemma 4 holds in this case. Assume now
that the conclusion of Lemma 4 holds for indices at most equal to some
integer k. We have
(‘&2+1)&1 #2(2, V)= :
k
j=2
#j (2, V)(‘&2+1)& j+1
+(‘&2+1)&1 #k+1(2, V)(‘&2+1)&k+1,
but
(‘&2+1)&1 #k+1(2, V)(‘&2+1)&k+1
=#k+1(2, V)(‘&2+1)&k
+(‘&2+1)&1 #k+2(2, V)(‘&2+1)&k.
This proves the desired result. K
Lemma 5. For all k in N*, there exist constants C k: , k|:|2k, such
that
#k(2, V)= :
|:|+|;| =2k
k|:| 2k
C k:[
:V] ;.
Proof. The result can be easily obtain by induction on k using the
relation
#k+1(2, V)=[2, #k(2, V)], (2.9)
and the proof is left to the reader. K
Theorem 6. Let R(t) be defined by (2.8). There exists a constant K(*)
such that for all V # V(*, s), the following estimate holds
\t # (0, 1], \u # H0 |R(t) u|L2K(*) t2\ |u|L2 . (2.10)
Proof. We will prove Theorem 6 in several steps.
We perform the change of variable z=t‘, which is equivalent to
(z1 , z2 , z3)=t(‘1 , ‘2 , ‘3) so that we can write
R(t) u=\ 12?i+
3
|
t11_t12_t13
elzF(zt) u
dz
t3
.
Thanks to Cauchy’s theorem, we deform t11 , t12 , t13 into 11 , 12 , 13 and
obtain
R(t) u=\ 12?i+
3
|
11_12_13
elzF(zt) u
dz
t3
. (2.11)
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Let
F \zt+ u=P1 \
z
t+ u+P2 \
z
t+ u+P3 \
z
t+ u, (2.12)
where as in (2.5) we define
P1 \zt+ u=2 \
z1
t
+V+&1 [V, [V, 2]] \z1t +V+
&2
_\z2t &2+1+
&1
\z3t +V+
&1
u
P2 \zt+ u= &\
z1
t
+V+
&1
\z2t &2+1+
&1
(2.13)
_[2, [V, 2]] \z2t &2+1+
&2
\z3t +V+
&1
u
P3 \zt+ u= &\
z1
t
+V+
&1
[V[V, 2]] \z1t +V+
&1
_\z2t &2+1+
&2
\z3t +V+
&1
u.
We can see from relations (2.12) and (2.13) that it is sufficient to show that
for all j # [1, 2, 3], there exists a constant Cj (*) such that for all t # (0, 1],
z # S 3= , and u # H0 , we have
|Pj (zt) u|L2Cj (*) t3+2\Gj (z) |u| L2 , (2.14)
where the function Gj (z) is independent of t and such that elzGj (z) is
integrable on 11 _12 _13 .
Let us estimate the functions P1(zt) u and P3(zt) u. We can see that
[V, [2, V]]=2 |{V|2,
and this allows us to deduce new expressions of P1(zt) u and P3(zt) u of
the form
P1 \zt+ u=&4 |{V| 2 \
z1
t
+V+
&3
\z2t &2+1+
&1
\z3t +V+
&1
u
(2.15)
P3 \zt+ u=2 |{V|2 \
z1
t
+V+
&2
\z2t &2+1+
&2
\z3t +V+
&1
u.
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It follows from the assumption (2.2) that
|{V|2 } z1t +V }
&2
C(*) V 2&2\ } z1t +V }
&2
;
thanks to the elementary identity |z1 t+V|&2=|z1 t+V|&2+2\
|z1 t+V|&2\, and to estimate (2.6) we can see that
|{V|2 } z1t +V }
&2
C(*)
t2\
|z1 |2\
. (2.16)
Thanks to relation (2.1) we deduce from (2.15) and (2.16) that there exist
constants C1(*) and C3(*) such that for all t # (0, 1], z # S 3= and u # H0 ,
|P1(zt) u| L2 
C1(*) t3+2\
|z1 |1+2\ |z2 | |z3 |
and
|P3(zt) u|L2
C3(*) t3+2\
|z1 |2\ |z2 |2 |z3 |
|u|L2 . (2.17)
If we let
G1(z)=
1
|z1 |1+2\ |z2 | |z3 |
and G3(z)=
1
|z1 |2\ |z2 | 2 |z3 |
,
we can see that relation (2.14) is satisfied for j=1, 3.
Now let us consider the function P2(zt) u. We denote
Qj=#j (2, V) \z2t &2+1+
& j&1
. (2.18)
We can deduce from Lemma 4 and (2.13) the following expression of
P2(zt) u:
P2(zt) u= :
k
j=2 \
z1
t
+V+
&1
Qj \z3t +V+
&1
u
+\z1t +V+
&1
\z2t &2+1+
&1
Qk+1 \z3t +V+
&1
u. (2.19)
We can see from (2.19) and (2.3) that to give an estimate of |P2(zt) u| L2 ,
it suffices to estimate the operators
\z1t +V+
&1
Qj , j=2, ..., k, and \z2t &2+1+
&1
Qk+1 .
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For this, we use the expression (2.18) of Qj , where the operator #j (2, V)
is developed as in Lemma 5. We choose the integer k so that
1&\k>0 and 1&\(k+1)0. (2.20)
Relation (2.20) means that k=W1\X&1; we notice that k2. Observe
that for all multi-index : the same technique as in (2.16) gives the identity
} z1t +V }
&1
= } z1t +V }
&1+(1&\ |:| )+
} z1t +V }
&(1&\ |:| )+
.
If |:|\1 , we can see from assumption (2.2) that there exists a constant
C(*) such that
&(z1 t+V)&1 :V&C(*) } tz1 }
1&(1&\ |:| )+
. (2.21)
Moreover, we deduce from Lemma 3 that there exists a constant Cj such
that
&;(z2t&2+1)& j&1&Cj } tz2 }
j+1&|;|2
. (2.22)
It is clear from (2.21) and (2.22) that for j # [2, ..., k], there exist constants
Cj (*), such that
&(z1 t+V)&1 Qj& :
|:| +|;|=2 j
j|:| 2 j
Cj (*)
t2+ j&(1&\ |:| )+ &|;|2
|z2 |1&(1&\ |:| )+ |z2 | j+1&|;|2
.
(2.23)
We deduce from the equality |:|+|;|=2 j, that
2+ j&(1&\ |:| )+&|;|2=2+|:|2&(1&\ |:| )+ ,
and since |:|2, we have
|:|2&(1&\ |:| )+min(1, \ |:| )2\.
Thus for all t, t # [0, 1], we have
t2+ j&(1&\ |:| )+&|;|2t2+2\,
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which implies that
&(z1 t+V)&1 Q j&
\ :
|:|+|;|=2 j
j|:|<2 j
Cj (*)
|z1 |1&(1&\ |:| )+ |z2 | j+1&|;|2+ t2+2\. (2.24)
To estimate (z2 t&2+1)&1 Qk+1 , observe that all the functions :V
involved in the expression of Qk+1 are bounded since |:|k (with k
defined in (2.20)) and V belongs to V(*, s). Moreover, we can see from
Lemma 3 that there exists a constant C(*) such that
&;(z2 t&2+1)&k&2&C(*) } tz2 }
k+2&|;|2
.
Therefore there exists a constant C(*) such that
&(z2 t&2+1)&1 Qk+1 &C(*) } tz2 }
k+3&|;|2
. (2.25)
Finally, since we have for all t # [0, 1],
t3+k&|;|2=t2+|:|2t2+2\,
we can deduce from the expression of P2(zt) given in (2.19) and from
estimates (2.3), (2.24) and (2.25) that there exists a function G2(z) such
that for all t # (0, 1], z # S 3= , and u # H0 ,
}P2 \zt+ u }L2 G2(z) t3+2\ |u| L2 ,
which proves that (2.14) is also verified in this case. Theorem 6 is now
completely proved. K
Proposition 7. Let = belong to (0, ?2) and \ in (0, 12). For all *>0
there exists K (*), such that for any element V of V(*, s), the following
estimate holds
\t # [0, 1], &e&tVe2t2e&tV&e2t(2&V)&L(L2)K (*) t1+2\. (2.26)
Proof. For all u # H0 , let W(t) u=e&tVe2t(2&1)e&tVu, we can see from
Duhamel’s formula that
W(t) u=e2t(2&V&1)u+|
t
0
e2(t&s)(2&1&V)R(s) u ds,
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and we can infer that
|(W(t)&e2t(2&1&V)) u|L2|
t
0
|R(s) u|L2 ds.
Thanks to Theorem 6, it is clear that for all u # H0 and for all t # [0, 1]
|(W(t)&e2t(2&1&V)) u|L2
1
1+2\
K(*) t1+2\ |u|L2 . (2.27)
Since H0 is dense in L2(RN), (2.27) holds for all u # L2(RN). Thus we have
&W(t)&e2t(2&1&V)&L(L2)
1
1+2\
K(*) t1+2\. (2.28)
Now observe that W(t)=e&2te&tVe2t2e&tV and e2t(2&1&V)=e&2te2t(2&V).
Thus relation (2.26) holds if we take K (*)=e2K(*)(1+2\). Proposition 7
is proved. K
3. ESTIMATES IN THE GENERAL CASE AND APPLICATIONS
In this section, we prove the main result of this article; for V in V(*),
thanks to the following lemma, we will be able to use the results of
Section 2.
Lemma 8. For all V in V(*), there exists a sequence (Vm)m of elements
of V(*, s) such that Vm converges to V uniformly on compact sets of RN.
More precisely, there exists a constant C such that for all m,
|Vm(x)&V(x)|
C
m
V(x). (3.1)
Proof. Let 8 be a nonnegative function of class C over RN with sup-
port included in the unit ball, and total mass equal to one. For all m # N
we define the functions 8m and Vm as
8m(x)=mn8(mx), Vm(x)=(8m V V)(x). (3.2)
It is known that for all m # N, Vm # C . Observe that
Vm(x)=(V V 8m)(x)(1 V 8m)(x)=1. (3.3)
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Moreover for all : # NN such that |:|\1 , we can write
:Vm=(:V) V 8m=|
RN
8m(x& y) :V( y) dy. (3.4)
Since V is in V(*), we have for |:|\1 ,
|:V(x)|*V(x) (1&\ |:| )+, (3.5)
and we deduce from this inequality that
|:Vm(x)|* |
RN
8m(x& y) V( y) (1&\ |:| )+ dy. (3.6)
If (1&\ |:| )+ is in [0, 1] it is clear from (3.6) that
|:Vm(x)|*Vm(x) (1&\ |:| )+. (3.7)
From now on we suppose that 0<(1&\ |:| )+<1, which means that
0<\ |:|<1. Observe that
8m(x& y) V( y) (1&\ |:| )+=8m(x& y)\ |:| (8m(x& y) V( y)) (1&\ |:| )+, (3.8)
and let p=1(\ |:| ) and q=1(1&\ |:| ). It is clear that p>1, q>1, and
1p+1q=1; and that the functions
y [ 8m(x& y)\ |:| and y [ (8m(x& y) V( y))1&\ |:|
are respectively in L p(RN) and La(RN); therefore Ho lder inequality enables
us to conclude from (3.6) and (3.8) that
|:Vm(x)|
* \|RN 8m(x& y) dy+
\ |:|
\|RN 8m(x& y) V( y) dy+
(1&\ |:| )+
.
This means that
|:Vm(x)|*Vm(x) (1&\ |:| )+.
Let us now show that for all m, Vm belongs to OM .
Since V is in V(*), we can deduce from Taylor’s formula with integral
remainder that there exists a constant C1 such that for all x # RN,
|V(x)|C1 :
\1
i=0
|x| i. (3.9)
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Moreover we have
|:Vm(x)||
RN
|:8m(x& y)| |V( y)| dy
|
|x& y|1m
|:8m(x& y)| |V( y)| dy. (3.10)
Since |x& y|1m implies that | y||x|+1m|x|+1, we can deduce
from (3.9) and (3.10) that
|:Vm(x)||
RN
|:8m(x& y)| dy P(x),
where P(x)=C1 \1i=0 ( |x|+1)
i. Thus Vm belongs to OM .
It is clear from the above results that for all m, Vm # V(*, s). Let us now
establish relation (3.1).
We can see that
Vm(x)&V(x)=|
RN
8m(x& y)(V( y)&V(x)) dy. (3.11)
Moreover we can deduce from the assumptions on V and from Taylor’s
formula that there exists a constant C2 such that
|V( y)&V(x)| :
\1&1
i=1
1
i !
&DiV(x)& |x& y| i+
C2
\1 !
|x& y|\1 (3.12)
(where & & is the norm of multi-linear applications induced by | | ), and
such that for all i\1
&DiV(x)&C2V(x) (1&\i)+.
Since V(x)1, we have also V(x) (1&\i)+V(x), therefore
|V( y)&V(x)|C2 :
\1
i=1
1
i !
|x& y| i V(x). (3.13)
It is clear from (3.11) and (3.13) that
|Vm(x)&V(x)|C2 :
\1
i=1
V(x)
i ! mi

C
m
V(x), (3.14)
where C =C2 \1i=1 1i!.
Our proof is complete. K
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Let V be any element of V(*) and (Vm)m be the sequence of elements of
V(*, s) given in Lemma 8. From now on, we denote
W(t)=e&tVe2t2e&tV and E(t)=et(2&V) (3.15)
and for all m # N,
Wm(t)=e&tVme2t2e&tVm and Em(t)=et(2&Vm). (3.16)
Proposition 9. Let = be in (0, ?2) and \ in (0,12). For all *>0, there
exists a constant K (*) such that for V in V(*), the following estimate holds
\t # [0, 1], &e&tVe2t2e&tV&e2t(2&V)&K (*) t1+2\. (3.17)
Proof. For all V in V(*), we observe that for all m and for all u in
L2(RN),
|W(t) u&E(t) u|L2
|W(t) u&Wm(t) u| L2
+|Wm(t) u&Em(t) u| L2+|Em(t) u&E(t) u| L2 . (3.18)
Since all the potentials Vm are in V(*, s) it is clear from Proposition 7 that
for all m,
|Wm(t) u&Em(t) u|L2K (*) t1+2\ |u| L2 . (3.19)
Moreover it has been established in [2, Lemma 13] that limm  |W(t) u&
Wm(t) u| L2=0 and in the proof of [2, Lemma 14] that limm  
|Em(t) u&E(t) u| L2=0 whenever
lim
m  
|(Vm&V) v| L2=0, (3.20)
where
v=(&2+V+1)&1 u.
From (3.1) of Lemma 8, we can see that for all v # L2(RN)
|(Vm(x)&V(x)) v(x)|
C
m
V(x) |v(x)| a.e.
The above inequality shows that the sequence Vmv converges all most
everywhere to Vv. Moreover, it is known, see, for example, [14,
Corollary 0.9], that the function Vv belongs to L2(RN), therefore (3.20)
holds thanks to Lebesgue theorem. Our proof is complete. K
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Finally, we obtain the announced result:
Theorem 10. Let V be a potential of class C\1 satisfying the following
assumptions: there exists a real r0 such that
\x # RN, V(x)r0 , r0 # R (3.21)
and there exists a constant * such that for all : # NN such that |:|\1 ,
|:V(x)|*(1&r0+V(x))(1&\ |:| )+, (3.22)
then we have
&e&tVe2t2e&tV&e2t(&V+2)&L(L2)=O(t1+2 inf(\, 12)), (3.23)
as t tends to zero.
Proof. Let U=V&r0+1, we have
e&tUe2t2e&tU=e&2t(1&r0)e&tVe2t2e&tV and
e2t(2&U)=e&2t(1&r0)e2t(2&V).
Observing that U belongs to V(*), (3.23) is now a consequence of Proposi-
tion 9. K
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